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Foresight can be crucial in process and production control, production-and-resources planning and in management decision making generally. Although forecasting the future from accumulated historical data has become a standard and reliable method in production and financial engineering, as well as in business and management, the use of time series analysis in the on-line milieu of most industrial plants has been more problematic because of the time and computational effort required.

The advent of intelligent computational technologies such as the neural network and the genetic algorithm promotes the efficient solution of on-line forecasting problems. Their most outstanding successes include:

	prediction of nonlinear time series and the nonlinear combination of forecasts using neural networks;
	prediction of chaotic time series and of output data for second-order nonlinear plant using fuzzy logic.


The power of intelligent technologies applied individually and in combination, has created advanced forecasting methodologies, exemplified in Computational Intellingence in Time Series Forecasting by particular systems and processes. The authors give a comprehensive exposition of the improvements on offer in quality, model building and predictive control, and the selection of appropriate tools from the plethora available using such examples as:

	forecasting of electrical load and of output data for nonlinear plant with neuro-fuzzy networks; 
	temperature prediction and correction in pyrometer reading, tool-wear monitoring and materials property prediction using hybrid intelligent technologies; 
	evolutionary training of neuro-fuzzy networks by the use of genetic algorithms and prediction of chaotic time series; 
	isolated use of neural networks and fuzzy logic in the nonlinear combination of traditional forecasts of temperature series obtained from a pilot-scale chemical reactor with temporarily disconnected controller. 


Application-oriented engineers in process control, manufacturing, the production industries and research centres will find much to interest them in Computational Intelligence in Time Series Forecasting and the book is suitable for industrial training purposes. It will also serve as valuable reference material for experimental researchers.
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Mobile First Design with HTML5 and CSS3Packt Publishing, 2013

	Roll out rock-solid, responsive, mobile first designs quickly and reliably


	Overview

	
		Make websites that will look great and be usable on almost any device that displays web pages.
	
		Learn best practices for responsive design
	
		Discover how to make designs that will be lean and...
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Communication in Organizations: Basic Skills and Conversation ModelsPsychology Press, 2005

	One of the most important requirements of leadership is effective communication. The idea that some people are natural leaders and that others will never learn to show good leadership is now outdated. It has been replaced by the conviction that leadership and communication skills can be learnt.


	Providing a thorough introduction to...
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Joomla! 2.5 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Joomla is one of the most popular open-source content management systems, actively

	developed and supported by a world wide user community. It's a free, fun, and feature-rich

	tool for anyone who wants to create dynamic, interactive websites. Even beginners can

	deploy Joomla to build professional websites, although it can be...
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The Communications Facility Design Handbook (Electronics Handbook Series)CRC Press, 2000
The responsibilities of the system engineer are many and varied, especially as they relate to facility design and construction. Successful execution of these responsibilities requires an understanding of the underlying technologies, the applicable quality standards, and the proper methods for achieving them. The Communications Facility Design...
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Online Maps with APIs and WebServices (Lecture Notes in Geoinformation and Cartography)Springer, 2012


	Abstract Bringing maps to users has been made much easier with the World Wide

	Web. Millions of maps now make their way through a world-wide network of

	computers. A major change occurred in 2005 in how those maps were delivered

	when Google Maps implemented a tile-based mapping system based on AJAX that

	facilitated interactive...
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Sams Teach Yourself Google Voice in 10 MinutesSams Publishing, 2010

	Google Voice is a service that lets you manage all your phone numbers through a single, Internet-connected phone number. Google Voice is free, although you still have to pay for your regular phone services. Users select a free phone number and then use that number to manage all their phones. Sams Teach Yourself Google...
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